
 

Posturepaedia™ Pocket Sprung Seats 

         “New and Unique” 
 

Posturepaedia™ Pocket Sprung Seats provide an Office Seating experience 
never before offered in the UK. 

Posturepaedia™ Pocket Sprung Seating  has been developed to offer an inexpensive solution 
towards providing support , comfort and core stability when using  an office chair in any 
environment , should that be home, office call centre or control room. Developed for our Vertebral 
and Ergo Postural ranges, Posturepaedia ™ seats use the same principal as that used in  pocket 
sprung mattresses. They take your shape and provide support. 

 
  

As you move on the seat the 72 springs operate independently from each other to provide enhanced 
support, they follow your movements and mould to your shape providing exceptional weight 
distribution whilst at the same time assisting  in the reduction of spinal compression and promoting 
core stability.  

The seat has a Memory Foam  top layer which  enhances the level of comfort, helping to reduce 
fatigue and fidgeting. Posturepaedia™ is a truly innovative product, promoting Positive Posture, 
reducing fatigue and providing an office chair that is truly deserving the status of being Exceptional.  

Due to the very nature of springs the Posturepaedia™ the seat will not collapse, unlike foams which 
over a period of time will flatten, reducing core support.  

The pocket springs are guaranteed not to lose more than 3% of their height in 10 years.  

Posturepaedia™ seats are particularly beneficial when used in Call Centres, Control Rooms, 24 Hour 
Environments as well as General Office applications. They provide a positive and affordable solution 
to workplace comfort and posture problems in a package that is designed to be functional with an 
extended longer working life.  

  

 

Cross Section of Posturepaedia Seat showing Pocket Springs and top layer of Memory Foam 
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